We investigate masses and decay constants of light mesons from a coupled system of DysonSchwinger and Bethe-Salpeter equations. We explicitly take into account dominant non-Abelian contributions to the dressed quark-gluon vertex stemming from the gluon self-interaction. We construct the corresponding Bethe-Salpeter kernel that satisfies the axial-vector Ward-Takahashi identity. Our numerical treatment fully includes all momentum dependencies with all equations solved completely in the complex plane. This approach goes well beyond the rainbow-ladder approximation and permits us to investigate the influence of the gluon self-interaction on the properties of mesons. As a first result we find indications of a nonperturbative cancellation of the gluon self-interaction contributions and pion cloud effects in the mass of the ρ−meson.
Introduction
Understanding the details of the light meson spectrum from underlying QCD is still an intricate and open problem of considerable interest. Of course, pseudoscalar mesons are the (pseudo-)Goldstone bosons of QCD and as such enjoy an exceptional position amongst the hadronic states of QCD. Within the framework of DysonSchwinger (DSE) and Bethe-Salpeter (BSE) equations their Goldstone nature is retrieved in dynamical calculations provided constraints from chiral symmetry, i.e. the axial-vector Ward-Takahashi identity (axWTI), are taken into account, see e.g. [1, 2] . However, apart from the masses of the (pseudo-)Goldstone bosons all other properties of light mesons such as masses, decay constants or charge radii are not governed by symmetry but depend on the details of the strong interaction of their constituents. This includes effects such as gluon selfinteractions as well as pion cloud corrections [3] .
Within the DSE/BSE framework these effects are all contained in the structure of the nonperturbative quarkgluon vertex. It is then clear that a simple rainbowladder parametrisation of the quark-gluon interaction in terms of vector couplings cannot be sufficient to describe the wealth of phenomena associated with the internal structure of light mesons, see e.g. [4] and references therein. In particular, a long-standing problem of rainbow-ladder is that it is too attractive, yielding masses of 800-900 MeV [5] for the axial-vector mesons.
Consequently there have been considerable efforts to go beyond rainbow-ladder. Here, Abelian corrections to the quark-gluon vertex have been considered in a number of works, see e.g. [1, 6, 7, 8, 9] . These are, however, by far not the dominant contributions to the vertex [10] . Instead, genuinely non-Abelian diagrams including the gluon self-interaction are most important. Up to now, these have only been considered on the level of the DSE for the quark-gluon vertex and the quark propagator [10, 11] .
Here we provide for a significant extension of these efforts. We present the first calculation of meson observables within a framework where the DSEs for the quark-gluon vertex and the quark propagator, as well as the BSE for mesons, have been coupled together without a trivialization of any momentum dependence. Furthermore it is the first time that corrections from the dominant non-Abelian part of the quark-gluon vertex including the gluon self-interaction are tested. We determine masses and decay constants of light mesons and evaluate the influence of the gluon self-interaction corrections as compared to the rainbow-ladder approximation.
Our results are significant forbound states and therefore relevant for the vector mesons. In the axialvector and scalar channels, we describe putativebound states which may or may not be realised in nature, see e.g. [12] . Nevertheless it is satisfactory that the inclusion of gluon self-interaction effects also in these channels leads to an improved description of light mesons.
The Quark-Gluon Vertex DSE The fundamental dynamical quantity in the DSE/BSE approach to hadrons is the quark-gluon vertex, whose specification will ultimately determine the truncation scheme. We therefore begin with a discussion of its DSE depicted in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) of Fig. 1 . Following the detailed investigation of the quark-gluon vertex in Refs. [10, 13] we approximate the full DSE (1) with the (nonperturbative) one-loop structure of (2) . Here the first 'non-Abelian' loop-diagram in (2) subsumes the first two diagrams in the full DSE to first order in a skeleton expansion of the four-point functions. The two-loop diagram in the full DSE (1) is neglected. This approximation is well justified in the large and small momentum règime [10, 11] and is assumed to be tractable for as compared to the non-Abelian one, a fact that is also evidenced through direct numerical calculation [10] . Consequently, these diagrams are by far not the leading ones in the vertex-DSE. Moreover, as concerns meson masses, the Abelian diagrams are generally attractive. The effects of these diagrams on the mass of the ρ-meson have been estimated to be about 30 MeV due to non-resonant Abelian diagrams in the quark-gluon vertex [8] with another 90 MeV due to pion cloud effects [3] .
In this letter we concentrate on the leading nonAbelian diagram in Eq. (2) and explore its effects on meson observables as compared to pure rainbow-ladder approximations. In order to keep our calculation tractable we employ the well-established strategy of absorbing all internal vertex dressings into effective dressing functions for the two internal gluon propagators. The resulting DSE for the quark-gluon vertex Γ µ (p 1 , p 2 ) with quark momenta p 1 and p 2 and gluon momentum p 3 reads 4 , the renormalization factors Z 1F ,Z 1 and Γ 3g the bare three-gluon vertex. In general, the quark-gluon vertex Γ µ is given by a combination of twelve independent tensors built up of the quark momenta p µ 1 , p µ 2 and γ µ ; for a detailed discussion see Ref. [10] . The dressed quark and gluon propagators are given by
where Z is the gluon dressing. The quark dressing functions A, B are determined from the DSE for the quark propagator given diagrammatically in Fig. 2 . With bare quark mass m and renormalization factor Z 2 it reads
What remains to be specified in both the vertex and the quark DSE is the effective dressing of the gluon propagator. Here we use the momentum dependent ansatz [5] 
with two parameters D and ω which provide for the scale and strength of the effective gluon interaction. Naturally, such an ansatz provides only a first step towards a full calculation of the non-Abelian diagram including input from the DSEs for the three-gluon vertex and the gluon propagator. Given that the numerical treatment of the coupled system of vertex-DSE, quark-DSE and the Bethe-Salpeter equation for light mesons is somewhat involved we defer such a calculation for future work. Nevertheless we believe that the ansatz (7) is sufficient to provide for reliable qualitative results as concerns the effects due to the non-Abelian diagram onto meson properties. In particular it is not sensitive to the question of scaling vs. decoupling [14] in the deep infrared, p < 50 MeV: both scaling and decoupling lead to a combination of three-gluon vertex and gluon propagator dressings that is vanishing in the infrared in qualitative agreement with the ansatz (7). In addition, quantitative effects in the interaction below p < 50 MeV are not expected to affect observables in the flavour non-singlet sector since the dynamical mass of the quark, M ≈ 350 MeV, suppresses all physics on scales p ≪ M (see however [15] ). Finally, the ansatz (7) is not sensitive to details of the Slavnov-Taylor identity (STI) for the three-gluon vertex: exactly those longitudinal parts of the vertex that are constrained from
The DSE for the fully dressed quark propagator.
the STI are projected out in any Landau gauge calculation by the attached transverse gluon propagators. As concerns our numerical treatment we solve the coupled system of quark-gluon vertex DSE and quark DSE for complex Euclidean momenta p 1 and p 2 with the 'shell-method' described in the second work of Ref. [13] . Through judicious choice of momentum routing in both the quark DSE and vertex DSE, this can be accomplished without unconstrained analytic continuation of the gluon propagator and three-gluon vertex. The BSE is solved for complex momenta by standard methods [5, 17] .
The Bethe-Salpeter equation
The Bethe-Salpeter amplitude Γ(p; P ) ≡ Γ (µ) (p; P ) for a bound state of mass M is calculated through
with k ± = k ± P/2 and eigenvalue λ(P 2 = −M 2 ) = 1. The amplitude can be decomposed into at most eight Lorentz and Dirac structures constrained by transformation properties under CPT [16] . It is well-known that one may construct a Bethe-Salpeter kernel K rs tu satisfying the axWTI by means of a functional derivative of the quark self-energy [1, 2, 17, 18] . Applying this cutting procedure to the quark DSE specified by Eq. (6) 
Normalisation
Since we solve the homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation, the correct normalisation of the amplitude is achieved through an auxiliary condition [19] , given pictorially in Fig. 4 . This involves evaluating three-loop integrals over nonperturbative quantities, which we tackle with the aid of standard Monte-Carlo techniques. Alternatively, using the eigenvalue λ in (8) and the conjugate amplitude Γ(k, −P ) = CΓ(−k, −P )C −1 one may use the equivalent normalisation condition [20] d ln(λ) dP 2
This requires significantly less numerical effort and can be simply applied to all truncations of the BSE.
We will see that the diagrams of Fig. 4 beyond the impulse approximation give large corrections of the order of 30%. This is important for observables calculated from the amplitudes such as leptonic decay constants [17] Results Table I details the results of our truncation scheme, including gluon self-interaction effects in all twelve tensor structures of the quark-gluon vertex, compared to the rainbow-ladder with only vector-vector interactions. The model parameters ω and D were tuned such that for the latter we obtain reasonable pion observables, and the quark mass is fixed at 5 MeV. We do not fit observables for our beyond rainbow-ladder truncation scheme since the inclusion of additional resonant and non-resonant corrections would require further parameter tuning.
In all cases the non-Abelian corrections are seen to have only a small impact on the mass of the pion, though the decay constant is enhanced from 94 MeV to about 110 MeV. This shift is comparable in size to the negative one of the order of 10 MeV [3] induced by pion cloud effects, i.e. the third loop-diagram in (2) . We also investigated the impact of the Abelian, second loop-diagram in (2) without use of the real-axis approximation made in [8] . We confirm that the change in the pion mass is negligible for their preferred value of G = 0.5 and find a small reduction of ∼ 2 MeV in the decay constant. Once all corrections are combined, we expect significant cancellations such that the mass and decay constant of the pion are close to the experimental value.
For the rho meson, including the gluon self-interaction enhances its mass by ∼ 120 MeV compared to pure rainbow-ladder, with the decay constant increased by ∼ 20 MeV. This is an intriguing result since it has long been suspected that corrections beyond rainbowladder cancel amongst themselves in the vector channel [1, 6] . Indeed, the resonant and non-resonant contributions from the Abelian diagrams in (2) are known to provide reductions of the rho mass of ∼ 90 MeV and 30 MeV respectively [3, 8] . Similar cancellations happen for the decay constant. We therefore see for the first time strong evidence of this nonperturbative cancellation mechanism. This is one of the main results of this letter. TABLE I: Masses and decay constants for a variety of mesons, calculated using rainbow-ladder (R-L) and our beyond-therainbow (BTR) truncation. Decay constants are determined from the full normalisation condition, except those indicated by a caret where only the leading term of the impulse approximation is used. Masses and decay constants are given in MeV.
Fig . 5 shows the rho mass as a function of the pion mass for our truncation beyond-the-rainbow (BTR) compared to a chiral extrapolation based on (corrected) lattice data, Ref. [21] . Due to the discussion above we expect the explicit inclusion of the resonant and nonresonant Abelian contributions in our BTR-scheme to move our results close to the lattice data.
For completeness, we also report the masses of the scalar and axial-vectors in Table I . In all cases we see an enhancement compared to rainbow-ladder.
Conclusions
We presented an exploratory study of light mesons using a sophisticated truncation of the Bethe-Salpeter equations beyond rainbow-ladder, in which we consider the gluon self-interaction contributions to the quark-gluon vertex. Close to the chiral limit we obtain masses for the rho meson of ∼ 900 MeV, consistent with extrapolations from quenched lattice simulations. There is evidence that the subsequent inclusion of pion cloud effects and non-resonant contributions to the quark-gluon interaction brings the rho mass back to its physical value thus supporting a long suspected nonperturbative cancellation mechanism. Our truncation provides for a well-founded setup to further explore the details of the nonperturbative quark-gluon interaction and gluon self-interaction ef- fects in mesons. In this respect it is complementary to the one very recently suggested in Ref. [23] .
